[Pain and pain therapy in children.].
Special aspects of pain in children are pointed out, and the range of relevant conditions and their frequency are compared with adult pain problems. Headache and especially migraine, with incidences of up to 50% and 10%, respectively, are the most common painful conditions to be treated in the pediatric age group. Many less frequent chronic painful disorders claim the need of special, mostly neuropediatric, knowledge; optimal diagnostic precision is important for good therapeutic results. Cancer pain in children is an area of intense interest, with attempts to devies strategies of pain prophylaxis and consistent analgesic treatment. Another problem is that of pain assessment in infants and children; some new diagnostic tools, such as color scales and the Smiley analog scale, can help to solve these specific difficulties. Furthermore, the prediatrician accepts responsibility for the patients' future as adults and is therefore involved in the early prophylaxis of analgesic abuse. The actual and future work of pediatric pain clinics, the conditions in such institutions and the philosophy behind them are presented, and the necessity for research is pointed out.